Incense burner and stand

Place of origin: Jingdezhen (made)

Date: 18th century (made)

Artist/Maker: Unknown

Materials and Techniques: Porcelain with crackled pale celadon glaze

Museum number: C.181&A-1914

Gallery location: In Storage

Descriptive line
Incense burner and stand, porcelain with crackled pale celadon glaze, China, Qing dynasty, 18th century

Physical description
Incense burner and stand of porcelain, covered with a crackled pale celadon-green glaze. The incense burner is of ogee outline and has two small loop handles; its rim is bound with a band of brass. The stand is circular, supported on four feet of cloud-scroll form.

Museum number
C.181&A-1914

Object history note
Acquired in Brunei.

URL
http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O494163/incense-burner-and-unknown/